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Abstract

Meehl (1978) discussed a variety of characteristics of the culture of scholarly psychology that critically affect its progress toward a stronger science. These characteristics include assumptions about the nature of theory, approaches to the testing of theories, and the reliance on significance tests that is pervasive in many subfields of psychology research. Several of these characteristics and Meehl’s perspective on them are examined years later in this brief commentary. Meehl’s criticisms, though sometimes misrepresented, remain compelling and strikingly current. Yet it should be remembered that Meehl emphasized that “soft” psychology at its best is a profound and worthy challenge and will necessarily progress slowly. It can be improved, but not replaced, by hardnosed scholarship.

What a joy to read this paper (Meehl, 1978) on the slow progress of soft psychology again. The first paragraph ends with the bait that, if the article gets us to think about the relationship between theory-testing and significance-testing, “this article will have served its scholarly function” (p. 806). It certainly did get us thinking. Beyond the provocative content, over and over in reading it I recognized certain wonderfully tailored phrases that had stayed with me from earlier readings. It would be tempting to devote the present very short commentary to praising favorite gems among the content and phrasing, but instead this note examines a few items from, and adds to, Meehl’s list of factors keeping the progress slow.

(1) Meehl (1978) cited 20 reasons that render “soft” psychology a truly difficult science. Under “nuisance variables”, he referred to difficulty in either statistically or causally separating variables that are so intertwined with phenomena of interest that we cannot distinguish them (see also Meehl, 1970, 1971). We can highlight Meehl’s concerns in two directions, re: the construct validity of residuals and the possible role of a covariate in substantive theory. Routinely one sees authors of publications and grant applications referring to “statistically controlling” for or “removing the effect of” some covariate, without carefully considering the consequences. If the variables of interest are meaningfully related to the covariate, then potentially one has removed not just nuisance variance but meaningful variance—one no longer has the variables of interest available for analysis. An example of this problem is the common, inappropriate use of ANCOVA when groups differ on the covariate. Removing such variance does not “control for” or “correct for” anything. It just removes variance. Whether that removal has done violence to the variables of interest—whether the residualized variables are still construct-valid—has to be carefully considered (see Miller & Chapman, 2001, for extended discussion). This problem at first glance appears to be an enormous inconvenience for experimental psychopathologists, whose subject groups so often differ in ways not seen as central to the question at hand. Nevertheless, what is needed in the face of such inconvenience is not arithmetic but conceptual re-evaluation of the original variables. Possibly what appears to be a nuisance variable actually warrants a nontrivial role in one’s theory.

(2) Meehl (1978, p. 806) denounced some theorizing as weak: “... most so-called ‘theories’ in the soft areas of psychology ... are scientifically unimpressive
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1 Although Meehl (1978) relied on the common “hard science”/”soft science” distinction in his choice of terms, he made a strong case for “soft psychology” actually being the harder side of the field—asking the more difficult questions.
and technically worthless. We can go further: most "models" or "theories" we run across are not theories or models, they are lists of concepts (sometimes very appropriate ones) with too little spelled-out mechanism sewing them together in some credibly dynamic way to be called a theory or model. In the psychopathology literature (e.g., Miller, 1995), the pervasive "diathesis-stress model" is not a model. It is a proposal that two factors arise in temporal sequence with some combined effect on subsequent dysfunction. In most cases, it carries the implication that different factors have different time courses, with the diathesis relatively static and the stressor acute or cumulative. It is a fine proposal, surely true in many cases. But without also spelling out the mechanisms in the relationship to the diathesis, the stressor, and the dysfunction, we do not have a model; no model, no test of the model; no test, no danger of refutation. Meehl would not be pleased, because he championed Popperian risk of refutation as key to scientific progress.

(3) A message that Meehl (1978) particularly hammered home is that significance testing is often the wrong thing to do entirely. More subtly, it can distract us from the experiment itself. After 6 days punching a calculator computing t-tests for my undergraduate honors thesis, I brought the results to my advisor, with much pride and excitement, because a few of them were actually "significant" at the 0.05 level. He immediately asked one question I had not anticipated. "What are the effects?", by which he meant: what are the means contributing to those t-tests, and what is the direction of their differences? I did not know; I had not noticed. He was a bit exasperated. It had not occurred to me that, to make any sense at all of the inferential statistics, one needs to start with the descriptive statistics. Our first task is to describe what we see in our experiment—not to estimate whether, if someone else somewhere else had done a different experiment, they would have seen the same thing. Perhaps my most common recommendation as a journal editor and reviewer is a thorough rewrite of a Results section so that paragraphs generally lead with the important descriptive findings, rather than the inferential statistics. Many of us were taught that the descriptive statistics, if not "significant", must be banished from consideration. But this precludes discovery of fortuitous results. One plans an experiment with due diligence, but once done one must interrogate the data to discover what experiment actually occurred—not just what the results were but what the manipulation was. I usually measure something biological in my research, obtained during some behavioral task. Before looking at the psychophysiological scores (fMRI, EEG, autonomic measures), I want to start with the behavioral performance data, to see what they tell me about what my subjects really did. If such a manipulation check suggests that my subjects underwent a procedure different from my intention, I do not throw out the data, I investigate whether what they did was largely consistent across subjects and largely interpretable. If so, I have a valuable data set after all. If not internally consistent and interpretable, little else matters. All of that trumps significance levels.

(4) Meehl (1978, p. 807) lamented "...a disturbing absence of the cumulative character that is so impressive in disciplines like astronomy, molecular biology, and genetics." Surely a major reason for the lack of accumulation is that we (still) do not have nearly the consensus on the set of phenomena our field should focus on that some other disciplines have. The making of, and consequences of finding, new, superheavy elements has been a central focus of chemistry and physics for 50 years. Success may lead to stable, super-dense materials of enormous practical significance. What comparable goal does soft psychology have? "Curing mental illness" sounds wonderful, but we are far from agreed on what constitutes mental illness and even whether "cure" is the appropriate metaphor. (What should successful psychotherapy look like? What does a good life look like?—Not questions that inferential statistics will answer, despite very good progress on empirically supported psychotherapy in recent decades.) We should not be fooled by logically impossible claims, for example, that schizophrenia is a brain disease (cf. NIMH web site) or by a putative biological theory of schizophrenia that is not a theory of schizophrenia at all. The dopamine theory of schizophrenia was an impressive account of dopamine phenomena associated with schizophrenia, lacking any adequate mechanistic account of how dopamine dysfunction could account for psychological symptoms. And it is psychological symptoms that define schizophrenia, not only operationally but essentially (see Miller, 1996, for extended discussion).

(5) Precious little attention was paid to statistical power in 1978. Grant applications now routinely address it, but most get it wrong. The modal discussion is a perfunctory treatment of a tractable subset of the hypotheses, with the power to confirm them based on some pre-existing (even arbitrary, such as "medium"; Cohen, 1988) estimate of the likely effect size. This is not a relevant power analysis. If we respect and extend Meehl’s (1978, p. 814, 822) pioneering discussion of power, what is needed is a clear stand on how big an effect is worth finding, not how big an effect is likely—we need to know what the power is for an adequate test of the hypothesis. The typical hypothesis is that two means differ (or more generally that two samples differ in some way), whereas Meehl repeatedly pointed out that the far more valuable prediction would be about the magnitude of the difference. So we have progressed since 1978 in that we now often invoke statistical power, but it is not clear that we understand it any better than when Meehl drew our attention to it.
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and, without embarrassment, accept that the progress will be slow.
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